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System and Organizational Control 2 (SOC 2)

SOC 2 reports are unique to each organization and therefore do not define a checklist of requirements. SOC 2 reports are
issued based on external audits. The vendor is analyzed based on the degree of compliance with one or more of the five
trust principles specified below.

Trust principle

How Hexnode helps to be compliant?

Security: Well-defined security
measures to ensure protection of
system resources from unauthorized
access and breaches (Both external
and internal)

Something as simple as a password can prevent unauthorized access
to devices left unattended. With Hexnode, IT admins can define
mandatory password standards including length, complexity, history
and so-on.
Encryption of system data ensures maximum security against
un-authorized or forced access of data. You can initiate FileVault for
Mac and BitLocker for Windows, which are full disk encryptions,
directly from the Hexnode portal.
IT admins can create separate work and personal profiles within the
same device using containerization. Containerization creates a virtual
container, which houses work-related data. This ensures corporate
data protection and instills a sense of user privacy.
Devices can also be locked down to kiosk modes, restricting it to run
limited applications and functionalities.
Devices can be pre-configured with corporate e-mails, Wi-Fi and
VPNs, with Hexnode. Configure per-app VPN to ensure secure access
to corporate data.
Copy/paste restrictions to ensure sensitive data is not compromised.
Firewalls can be configured to provide device level and application
level protection against external threats. Firewall software and
applications can be installed within the devices directly from the
Hexnode portal.

Availability: Ensure that the system
and related resources are readily
available as agreed upon or
advertised

An essential factor in ensuring system availability is detecting and
remediating device security threats and risks. Hexnode runs periodic
scans to ensure every managed device remains compliant with the
corporate policies. Non-compliant devices can be identified and
remediated for, from the Hexnode portal.
With Hexnode, IT admins can also identify jailbroken iOS devices and
rooted Android devices. These devices are more exposed to security
threats and pose a risk to the enterprise.
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Processing integrity: Ensure that the
system processing is efficient and
authorized

Data management to identify and restrict applications that cross the
threshold limit of mobile/Wi-Fi data usage, configured by the
enterprise.
Disable device functionalities that are not required by the user to
maintain maximum system efficiency.
Define an efficient access management system based on user roles
and authority level. Hexnode integrates with Azure AD and Active
Directory so that you can utilize your existing resources for fluid user
and access management.

Confidentiality: Ensure that sensitive
information, that is deemed confidential

Maintaining data confidentiality essentially means restricting data
access to personals based on authority, role and need. Hexnode
integrates with directory services like Azure AD, for easy identity and
access management.
With Hexnode, the IT admin can remotely encrypt devices to ensure
integrity of data at rest and configure corporate VPN to ensure secure
data transfer.

Privacy: Use of personal information
should be within the defined boundaries
of the user agreement and generally
accepted privacy principles (GAPP)
issued by the AICPA and CICA

The enterprise can ensure data privacy by enforcing containerization
policies on corporate devices, effectively separating Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) from organizational data to ensure that
the enterprise does not have access PII.

Disclaimer: This document and the information in it do not constitute legal advice and is intended to support customers in
their compliance efforts.
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